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Abstract. An overview of the properties of the top quark measured with the ATLAS and CMS detectors at the
LHC and with the CDF and D0 detectors at the Tevatron is presented. The latest and most precise measurements
are shown, giving special emphasis to the top quark mass determinations. Measurements of theb-jet content
in the top quark decay products and theW polarisation, as well as a search for flavour changing neutral current
processes in top quark decays are also reviewed.

1 Introduction

The top quark is the heaviest known fundamental particle,
leading to important theoretical and experimental impli-
cations. The large top quark mass implies a large cou-
pling to the Higgs boson and raises the possibility that it
plays a special role in the mechanism of electroweak sym-
metry breaking. It also implies that the top quark decays
rapidly through electroweak interactions before it can form
a hadronic bound state, which provides the unique oppor-
tunity to study the properties from distributions of its de-
cay products. It is therefore essential to measure with high
precision top quark properties and confront them with the
Standard Model (SM) predictions.

2 Top quark mass

Among all measurements performed at LHC and Teva-
tron, the top quark mass deserves special attention. It is
a free parameter of the SM which together with theW bo-
son mass constrains the Higgs boson mass through elec-
troweak quantum corrections, allowing for stringent tests
of the SM.

The most precise determinations of the top quark mass
performed so far have used one of the following methods:

• Template method: For a chosen observable sensitive to
the top quark mass parameter (mtop), simulated distri-
butions (templates) are produced using a number of dis-
crete values of that parameter. These templates are fitted
to distributions that interpolate between different input
values of the top quark mass parameter. A fit to the ob-
served data distribution is then performed to obtain the
value ofmtop that best describes data.

• Ideogram method: The procedure defines a probabil-
ity for observing the reconstructed top quark mass in
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an event that is based on the mass resolution and an as-
sumed input value ofmtop. The probability for the signal
is obtained through a convolution of a Gaussian for the
mass resolution with a Breit-Wigner for the top quark
decay, while the background probability is taken from
the Monte Carlo (MC).

• Matrix Element: The full kinematic information of each
event is used, by calculating per event probabilities for
signal and background processes. The probabilities are
calculated by integrating over the leading-order (LO)
matrix element fortt production folded with the parton
distribution functions (PDFs) and transfer functions to
describe the transition of parton momenta into measured
momenta of the final state particles from top quark de-
cays. The measuredmtop is then obtained by maximising
the likelihood of the product of per event probabilities.

In all these methods the top quark mass determined
from data corresponds to the mass definition as imple-
mented in the MC. A dominant uncertainty comes from
the jet energy scale uncertainty. For the case in which
there is at least oneW boson decaying hadronically, the
invariant mass of the two jets coming from theW can be
constrained to the knownW boson mass to reduce the im-
pact of the jet energy scale onmtop. This comes with the
cost of an additional increase of the statistical uncertainty
which will be referred as JSF below.

The Tevatron experiments have recently provided a
combination of 12 measurements performed by D0 and
CDF collaborations in different channels including up to
8.7 fb−1 of data [1]. This leads to a value ofmtop =

173.20± 0.51 (stat)± 0.36 (JSF)± 0.61 (syst) which is the
most precise measurement to date and where the domi-
nant uncertainties come from the jet energy scale and sig-
nal modelling.

The most precise inputs from CDF and D0 experi-
ments correspond to measurements performed in the lep-
ton+jets final state. The CDF measurement [2] uses the
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full available statistics of 8.7 fb−1 and a template method
with three observables: the reconstructed top quark mass
for the best and second best jet to parton assignment and
the reconstructedW boson mass to constrain the jet energy
scale. The result obtained ismtop = 172.85± 0.52 (stat)±
0.49 (JSF)±0.85 (syst) GeV. The D0 measurement [3] uses
instead a matrix element method and combines the re-
sults obtained for two independent data sets, leading to
mtop = 174.94± 0.83 (stat)± 0.53 (JSF)± 1.12 (syst) GeV.

At the LHC, the ATLAS [4] and CMS [5] experiments
have also measured the top quark mass in various chan-
nels: lepton+jets, dilepton and all-hadronic final states us-
ing the full statistics of proton-proton collisions at

√
s = 7

TeV. The most precise measurements are also obtained in
the lepton+jets channel.

The CMS measurement [6] employs an ideogram tech-
nique, using a kinematic fit of the decay products to the
tt hypothesis and 2-dimensional likelihood functions for
each event to estimate simultaneouslymtop and the jet en-
ergy scale factor. That leads tomtop = 173.49±0.27 (stat)±
0.33 (JSF)± 0.98 (syst) GeV, with the systematic uncer-
tainty being dominated by theb jet energy scale and colour
reconnection uncertainties.

The ATLAS experiment has recently provided an up-
dated measurement in the lepton+jets channel [7], leading
to a very significant improvement (of around 40%) with re-
spect to the previous measurement [8]. The main sources
of systematic uncertainties coming from theb jet energy
scale and the amount of initial and final state radiation
(ISR/FSR) intt events were better understood in Ref.[9]
and Ref.[10] respectively. However, the largest improve-
ment comes from the use of a 3-dimensional instead of a
2-dimensional template fit. In addition to the reconstructed
top quark andW boson masses, a new observable, sensi-
tive to theb to light jet energy scale, was introduced in the
fit to simultaneously obtainmtop, a jet scale factor and a
b to light jet scale factor (bJSF). The result obtained for
the top quark mass is thenmtop = 172.31± 0.23 (stat)±
0.27 (JSF)±0.67 (bJSF)±1.35(syst) GeV, where the dom-
inant uncertainty now comes from theb-tagging efficiency.

Figure 1 shows the result of the ATLAS 3-dimensional
analysis, together with that of the previous ATLAS 2-
dimensional measurement, the most precise measurements
obtained by the CDF, D0 and CMS Collaborations and the
result of the latest Tevatron combination described above.
A combination of the top quark measurements provided
by the different collaborations is in progress, for which a
harmonisation in the treatment of systematic uncertainties
and a proper understanding of the correlations is essential.

To attempt addressing the questions of whether there is
any kinematical bias on the measurement of the top quark
mass and whether the generators describe correctly the top
quark mass observables in various regions of the phase
space, the CMS experiment has measured the dependence
of the top quark mass as a function of observables sensi-
tive to different kind of important systematic uncertainties
(namely colour reconnection, initial and final state radia-
tion (ISR/FSR) andb quark kinematics) [11]. Within the
current precision no mismodelling is observed.
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Figure 1. Summary of the most precise top quark mass mea-
surements provided by CDF, D0, CMS and ATLAS collabora-
tions [7], together with the previous ATLAS measurement and
the Tevatron combination.

The measurement of the difference between the
top/anti-top quark masses has also been performed at both
Tevatron and LHC. The observation of a deviation from
the null result would be a signature of CPT violation in
the top quark sector. The latest and most precise mea-
surement has been performed by the CMS experiment in
the lepton+jets channel using the full statistics of proton-
proton collisions at

√
s = 8 TeV, leading to∆mtop =

−272± 196 (stat)± 122 (syst) MeV [12] compatible with
the SM.

3 Top quark decay properties

According to the SM the top quark decays nearly 100% of
the time to a realW boson and ab-quark. The experiments
have measured the ratio of top quark branching fractions
R = B(t → Wb)/B(t → Wq). Figure 2 shows all measure-
ments performed at Tevatron and LHC, all in agreement
with the SM prediction, even if some tension was observed
in the dilepton D0 measurement.

The latest and most precise measurement comes from
the CMS experiment in the dilepton channel using data
collected at

√
s = 8 TeV [13]. Theb content is extracted

from the number ofb-tagged jets per event using a para-
metric model where all parameters of the model are mea-
sured from data. The result is in good agreement with the
SM prediction: R = 1.023+0.036

−0.034 (stat+ syst) and a lower
endpoint for the confidence interval at 95% CL is set using
the Feldman-Cousins approach:R > 0.945. The measure-
ment is dominated by uncertainties onb-tagging, signal
modelling and on the evaluation of the fraction of jets in
the selected events which come from top quark decays.

The top quark decayt → Zq, whereq = u or c, is
highly suppressed in the SM by the GIM mechanism and
occurs via quantum loop corrections, being ofO(10−14).
However, there are several models that predict enhance-
ments where the branching fraction could be as large as
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Figure 2. Chronological summary of the different measurements
of R performed at the Tevatron and the LHC [13]. The shaded
region represents the lower endpoint for the confidence interval at
95% confidence level on R obtained after imposing the physical
constraint R≤ 1. The CDF measurement has now been published
in Ref. [14].

O(10−4). The most stringent limit comes from the CMS
measurement using data collected at

√
s = 8 TeV, setting

an upper limit ofB(t → qZ) < 0.07% [15], which im-
proves the previous ATLAS and CMS limits obtained us-
ing 7 TeV center-of-mass energy collisions [16, 17].

4 Probing the Wtb vertex

Among the different top quark couplings to the gauge and
Higgs bosons, theWtb vertex deserves special attention,
given that the top quark decays almost exclusively to aW
boson and ab quark. These couplings can be probed by
measuring the angular distribution of the lepton produced
in a semileptonic top quark decay.

For the case of unpolarised top quarks, as produced in
tt events, the only meaningful direction in the top quark
rest frame is theW momentum (q). However, if the top
quark is polarised (as occurs in the case of top quarks pro-
duced via the single topt-channel process) two additional
directions can be considered: the transverseT and the nor-
mal N as defined in Ref. [18]. Therefore, three different
angles can be defined between the charged lepton momen-
tum in theW rest frame and each of the three mentioned
directionsq, T andN, asθ∗, θT andθN respectively. The
corresponding normalised differential decay rates can be
written as:

1
Γ

dΓ
d cosθX

=
3
8

(1− cosθX)2FX
+ +

3
4

sin2 θX FX
0+

3
8

(1+ cosθX)2FN
− (1)

whereX = (*,T ,N) andFX
i are theW polarisation fractions

in the different mentioned directions (for the case ofX = ∗
the so-calledW helicity fractionsFR, F0 andFL). Exper-
imentally, one can either extract directly theW polarisa-
tion fractions (e.g. using a template method) or unfold the
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Figure 3. Allowed regions for theWtb anomalous couplings
using the combined helicity fractions and assumingVL=1 and
VR=0, at 68% and 95% CL [19].

reconstructed angular differential rates to parton level to
measure asymmetries.

While theW helicity fractions and transverse polarisa-
tion (or the corresponding asymmetries) are only sensitive
to the real part ofWtb anomalous couplings, the normal
polarisation is sensitive to complex phases of the anoma-
lous couplings.

The W helicity fractions intt events have been mea-
sured at both Tevatron and LHC, all measurements being
in good agreement with the next-to-next-to-leading order
(NNLO) pQCD prediction. The most precise determina-
tion comes from the first combination of the ATLAS and
CMS results [19], based on measurements performed with
data sets corresponding to integrated luminosities ranging
from 35 pb−1 to 2.2 fb−1 produced at

√
s= 7 TeV [20–22].

The combination is performed using the Best Linear
Unbiased Estimator (BLUE) method [23, 24]. By con-
struction, the sum of the three helicities is constrained to
unity so that only two observables are independent. In
this case measurements ofF0 and FL were combined,
from which FR was extracted. The systematic uncertain-
ties from the individual measurements are grouped into
categories that are assumed to be independent. Defining
the proper categories comprising sources of uncertainties
that have similar origins and understanding the correla-
tions between experiments and channels is crucial for such
combinations. The results obtained areF0 = 0.626±
0.034 (stat)± 0.048 (syst),FL = 0.359± 0.021 (stat)±
0.028 (syst) andFR = 0.015± 0.034 (stat+ syst). Figure
3 shows the corresponding limits on the anomalous cou-
plingsgL andgR, derived assuming the SM prediction for
VL andVR and that the imaginary parts of all couplings are
zero.

The above combination does not include a new mea-
surement from CMS in the dilepton channel using the full
available statistics at

√
s = 7 TeV [25], nor a measurement

performed in a single top topology using collisions at both
7 TeV and 8 TeV center-of-mass energies [26], both being
compatible with previous results.
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Figure 4. Reconstructed cosθN angular distribution for the muon
channel [28]. ATLAS data, simulated signal and different back-
ground contributions are shown. The uncertainties shown on the
prediction take into account MC statistics and the normalization
of the multijet background uncertainty.

The latest combination from the Tevatron experiments
[27] based on data samples corresponding to integrated
luminosities from 2.7 to 5.4 fb−1 leads toF0 = 0.722±
0.062 (stat)±0.052 (syst) andFR = −0.033±0.034 (stat)±
0.031 (syst).

Concerning the lepton angular distributions defined in
the normal direction, it is in particular interesting to mea-
sure the forward-background asymmetryAFB, as proposed
in Ref. [18], because of its sensitivity to Im(gR). A non-
zero value of this asymmetry would automatically lead to
a sign ofCP violation in top quark decays.

The ATLAS Collaboration has provided a first mea-
surement of this asymmetry using single top quarkt-
channel produced events. Figure 4 shows the recon-
structed cosθN distribution for data together with the sig-
nal and background SM predictions. After background
subtraction and unfolding data to parton level, the mea-
sured asymmetry isAN

FB = 0.031± 0.065 (stat)+0.029
−0.031 (syst)

[28]. Taking this measurement together with the theoret-
ical prediction of the top quark polarisation, the first ex-
perimental limits on Im(gR) are determined to be [-0.20,
0.30] at 95% confidence level. Both the measurement and
the limit are in good agreement with the Standard Model.

5 Summary

The Tevatron and LHC experiments have entered the pre-
cision era for top quark properties. Tevatron analyses are
now exploiting the full amount of data collected. At the
LHC experiments, measurements have been provided with
data collected at both 7 and 8 TeV center-of-mass energies,
even though the latter is not yet fully exploited for most
measurements. So far all results are in good agreement
with the SM predictions. Most measurements are however

dominated by systematic uncertainties, mainly from sig-
nal modelling, jet energy scale andb-tagging uncertain-
ties. The experimental challenge is then to keep improv-
ing in the understanding of the detector performance and
perform measurements that allow theoretical models to be
constrained, allowing for more stringent tests of the SM
to be made and possibly observe deviations due to new
physics.
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